CHAPTER III

DISCUSSION

In this chapter, the writer will discuss about the points in theoretical review combined with the scenes from the movie.

3.1 Summary of The Story

RealityHigh is a 2017 film American directed by Fernando Lebrija and production company by Netflix. Tells the story of two girls who are friends from childhood, which at that time Alexa Madina hurt Dani in a way to embarrass her in front of her classmates, so Alexa Madina and Dani not to be friends again.

When their age teenager, Alexa and Dani has not been communicating again, so they both have activities respectively, which Alexa became an artist that has its own TV Series. It turns out that Dani’s sister else fans that her friend, idolized while Dani became a volunteer animal in animal Clinics, though both studied at the same place, and the same class, but both never to communicate and make friends as yore, Alexa proudly against her boyfriend because her boyfriend was among those who were active in school, and Dani else liked Cameron.

A couple of weeks, Alexa and Cameron break out, because Alexa wants to have a boyfriend that is better than Cameron, short story Cameron went to the Animal Clinic where Dani working there. The purpose of Cameron to a clinic to treat Alexa’s dog, Dani and Cameron ever acquainted there, so Cameron started to like Dani.
Alexa apprised of Cameron and Dani mutual friends, though their relationship is already breaking up, but Alexa is still jealousy against Dani and Cameron, so Alexa has the mission to drop the Dani way starting back friendship with Dani, so that Alexa’s mission is achieved. First with the way Alexa apologized to Dani, and then they both became friends again.

Alexa started to invite Dani, hanging out together and she created a condition in order to drives against Cameron, naturally Alexa makes another plan that Cameron became resentful towards Dani now and expect back in touch with Alexa.

One day, Alexa invites Dani to go to the party with other friends, which at that time was being heavily drunk Dani, Alexa started acting by way of recording their chatter. The Dani making chat talk that Dani envy towards life Alexa who became artists, and Dani still like Alexa.

Alexa quickly upload a video recording to her Reality Show making the video viral everywhere, which contains about recognition of the landfilled Dani, Dani and making embarrassed every life. After that the life of Dani in disorder, shunned friends, including Cameron. After that, the life of Dani wanted to bounce back with a focus for continued volunteer animal in animal clinic again, at a time when people talk about Dani, Dani took a stance utilizes the moment to invite people follow and dating to the event animal adoption. So, Cameron look and admire over Dani’s attitude and try to forgive her then plans to meet Dani again.

In contrast to the life of Alexa at the moment she started losing one by one the
fans and friends of a friend of her, because of what Alexa has been done to Dani the nature of Alexa to Dani.

3.2 Analysis of The Story

In this part, the writer will discuss about the signs of extrovert, how extrovert communication with other people and also cause of extrovert that can found im the main character of the movie *RealityHigh: Alexa Madina*.

3.2.1 The Signs of The Main Character’s Extrovert

The writer uses the theory in Chapter II to identify the signs of the main character’s Extrovert. Below are the scenes that depict the signs of Extrovert according to Jung et. al. (2016):

1. Her attention fixed on the world outside herself.

   Figure 3.2.1.1 The headmaster admonished Alexa not to bring the dog to the school

   

   | Headmaster | :”Excuse me, Miss Medina. But no dogs allowed on school property” |
   | Alexa      | :”Katsuya is my service dog, I have severe anxiety. The Americans with Disabilities Act states. I’m allowed to have an emotional support dog. Do you have a problem with dogs? Or disabled people or both, my nine million followers would love to know.” |
Headmaster: “Of course not that’s ridiculous, I love dogs and disabled people.”

(00:06:39 – 00:07:02)

The scene told when Alexa came to school, with her camera man and dog, Alexa started shooting in the cafeteria for shooting daily TV shows. Then the headmaster approaches Alexa and tells Alexa not to take the dog to school in front of her friend. However, Alexa rejects the headmaster, that Alexa believes that the dog and the disability have the right to go to school. There Alexa denied by filming the principal to be seen by Alexa followers who will defend Alexa. Then the principal obeys Alexa's will because he's afraid of her bad image.

The scene is one the signs of extrovert personality in this scene shows according to Suryabrata (1993) said extrovert person is more concerned with her attention on the outside of herself, and her thoughts, feelings and actions are primarily determined by her environment, both social and non-social.

2. Get energy through other people.

Figure 3.2.1.2 Alexa feel herself winning because of the support of her friend.
All student: “Huuuu (shout to headmaster)"
Broussard: "That explains your wife?!"
Headmaster: "Strike two, Broussard!"
“I’ll talk to you later” (Talk to Alexa).

(00:07:00 – 00:07:07)

After Alexa talks about dogs and disabilities, her friends cheer Alexa and agree with Alexa's opinion that dogs and disabilities can go to school. Alexa felt victorious and gained enormous energy to defeat the headmaster of the school, and the headmaster went away.

3. Tends to communicate by means of oral.

Figure 3.2.1.3 Alexa always talks about her daily activities

Alexa: "’’What up guys?!’’"
All: "’’Hey!!’’"
"’’Oh, my gosh..’’"
"’’Aww.’’"
Cameron: "’’Hey, babe.’’"
Alexa: "’’I can't believe pig face wouldn’t move.’’"
Cameron: "’’Give her break.’’"
Alexa: "’’Whatever, I have a shoot today and Katsuya is stressing me out.’’"
Shannon: "’’You said she was an emotional support dog.’’"
Cameron: "’’Uh, shut up, Shannon.’’"
"’’Hi, puppy. You know what? I’ll take him’’"
"’’It’s just you and me today, Fluffy Combs.’’"
Alexa: ”I hate when you call him that.”
Shannon: ”Yeah, well Fluffy Daddy loves it.”
Alexa: ”All right, I’ll see you guys tonight.”
“Cute outfits.”
“Bye.”
(00:07:14 – 00:07:51)

The scene tells Alexa who always starts talking to her friends, and she always dominates the conversation, does not like listening to other people's conversations, unless she herself always talks to other people. Here, she talks about her shooting, and entrusts her dog to her boyfriend, and then he leaves and meets again tonight at the party.

According to (Mischel, Shoda, & Ayduk, 2007) said that someone with extrovert personality is more dominant in her speech and behavior in a friendship group.

The writing states that the film is a lot of scenes that show the nature of Alexa is often dominated in terms of communication and behavior in everyday life.
In this scene tell, when Dani has become Cameron's girlfriend, Dani joined Cameron's friends, and at the party that night. Alexa came over with a spell of charm and brought a drink for them, to get the attention of Cameron and her friend. Alexa hugged Dani so that Cameron and her friends were amazed to see Alexa changed kindly towards Dani. Alexa also invites Dani to shop tomorrow, along with other Alexa.
5. Expressive and easy to adapt to the new environment.

![Figure 3.2.1.5 Alexa made a new friendship with Ink](image)

Alexa: "Hola, Ink!"

“Good to see you”

Ink: "Hi...

Alexa: "You look amazing..."

Ink: "Thank you"

Ink Friend: "Ink you need to here..!"

Ink: "I gotta get out of here, it was good to meet you, Miss Barnes."

Alexa: "Nice to meet..."

Dani: "Bye, Mr. Ink"

(00:57:14 – 00:57:33)

In this scene tells about Alexa is easy to make friendship because Alexa has a nature of to being adaptable to everyone easily. On that night, Dani accidentally met with Ink, they briefly get acquainted, Alexa not long come with her friends and immediately get acquainted with Ink. they easily tell each other.

According to (Pervin, 2003) states that someone who likes to mingle, adaptable, often make friendship is a sign of people with extrovert personality. In this scene there are characters who always make friendship, and also can adapt
quickly to people who just he knew. Then it can be proved that people of this character are extroverts.

6. Friendly and not awkward

Figure 3.2.1.6 In friendship, Alexa is always an idea to do activities in their friendship.

Alexa :”Let's take a selfie guys!”
All :”Whoo!”
Alexa :”Hola, babies. Today I’m going to show you some of my favorite stores in Malibu.”
“Hey, can you move?”
Dani :”Me..?”
Alexa :”No, no, no. Not you bebita”
“Miguel you’re in my shot.”
Miguel :”What?!?”
Alexa :”Come here Dani.”

“Let’s go (Talk to camera)”
“Oh, my God, they’re so cute”
“You should definitely get them.”
Miguel :”Oh, my God. We have over 50.000 likes on one of our pics. Squad goals!”
Alexa :”Good for you, Miguel”
Dani :”I can’t believe you are getting all this for free”
“Look, these shoes are $400”

Alexa : "Oh, my bad. Shoes aren’t included"

“But, you have your dad’s credit card, right?”

Dani : "Umm, Yeahh…”

Alexa : "Great”

Dani : "I’m not sure if I brought it”

Alexa : "Great!”

Dani : "Yeah’

Alexa : "Great, great, great. Now we have options for Kid Ink’s party tonight.”

Dani : "Ohhh, Kid Ink?”

Alexa : "Yeah, You’re invited bebita”

Miguel : "Yeah,come with us”

(00:52:52 – 00:54:21)

Alexa went to play with Dani and her friend, they head for Malibu to shoot there. their activities at the time of the trip is chatting and taking pictures, then after in Malibu they shop while shooting. Alexa is always that way, because she has an active nature towards her friend so that her friend is comfortable with Alexa's treatment. They shop for free, but not the whole, and dani has to pay half by credit card. actually objected to Alexa's attitude.

The scene showed the signs of extrovert personality according to (Pervin, 1993) called personality extrovert will spend a lot of activity on the outside and very little time to think about that is too complicated for him.”

The author thinks that Alexa is often playing outside with her friends, he does not like to stay at home. more active activities outside the room.
7. Easy to talk and expresses feelings.

Figure 3.2.1.7 Alexa came to Dani’s house to express her feelings, and apologized for her attitude so far.

Alexa :"I deserve that"
"I just came to say sorry, last week at the pep rally, people were doing the same thing to me, that I had been doing to you and I felt like shit"

Dani :"Okay"

Alexa :"I want us to be friend again"

Dani :"I don’t know"

Alexa :"look…"
"Remember this from camp?, you’re my best friend. We used to be really close, and I know it’s my fault that we’re not anymore.
“I’m not saying we’ll get back to that but I’d like to at least try."

Dani :" I can’t believe you kept this"

Alexa :“Awesome!”

“Shoult we like, hug or something?

Dani :”Oh, no, that’s fine. We don’t have to..”

Alexa :”Oh, my God. It’s gonna be great.

:This is so exciting! Oh my God. We’re gonna be BFF’s again. Well, I need to leave now but.”
Dani: "Oh, okay."
Alexa: "I'll see ya soon."
(00:48:15 – 00:49:38)

With Alexa's easy nature to talk and express feelings, then Alexa had apologized to Dani for the things that have happened so far. that way, Alexa came to Dani's house to apologize, by talking using feelings, Dani forgave Alexa. Alexa convinced Dani by showing them a small friendship bracelet.

And they are back again friendly, so Alexa can’t wait to play back with her old friend. Dani was pleased with Alexa.

2.3.2 The Cause of The main character’s Extrovert

In chapter II writer talked about cause of extrovert are more dominated by the nature, conditions or habits of fun from outside themselves. For them, social activities, interacting with others, Exchange information with many people and love to hang out, it was fun. If the cause is nature, it means the extrovert is resulted from the inborn condition of a person such as brain condition and gene that can be inherited from parents.

The writer try to find out the cause of the extrovert that make Alexa Madina be an Extrovert. From the movie RealityHigh, the writer found information about Alexa's personality that already has the nature of extrovert from birth, the proof of the film tells the friendship of 2 children from small, so the author can find that Alexa was born to have extroverted nature. because by way of treatment to her friend, Alexa more dominate.
After entering high school, Alexa life is different from other friends, because have good talent, Alexa now become an artist. every day there is a movie shooting, Alexa famous school makes everyone likes and envies her.

Instead, Dani became a volunteer at the veterinary clinic, making her quite simply an ordinary child in her school. With her full life in praise by fans, Alexa makes every day more energetic. Because Alexa strength one of them from her fans.

The writer sees that in Alexa's friendship relationship Alexa becomes the dominant person in every chat, and always brags. Likewise, Alexa is very easy to adapt to new people known.
In the middle of the film, there is a scene where Alexa confessed and told Dani about her life which other people do not know. Alexa tells the story of a mother whose ambitious son was born into a great person in the eyes of others. This is a proof that Alexa was born from a parent who indeed they also have an extrovert nature. No wonder the personality in her life gave rise to an extroverted soul.

And the writer hears from Alexa’s conversation with Dani that Alexa does that because Alexa is jealous of the life of Dani that makes her sad. Alex’s parents divorced from Alexa since childhood and made Alexa traumatized.

The writer thinks, Alexa is extrovert is resulted from inborn condition or gene and trauma from her parent tragedy. An extrovert, making herself more confident of all he does. In his life he always had a strategy, and her attention was always on the world outside herself, not thinking about the consequences.

In conclusion, the nature is the cause of the Alexa’s extrovert because the personality Alexa obtained from the birth of the extrovert, coupled with the upbringing of parents must be ambitious in life.